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With the rapid development of Internet of things (IoTs), big data collection and analysis based on distributed
sensing is particularly important. Here, we report a natural biodegradable wood-based triboelectric nano
generator (W-TENG), which not only can produce high electric output to power microelectronic devices, but also
can be used as a self-powered sensor. A pure natural biodegradable and pollution-free wood is used as the
triboelectric material. The output voltage and current of the W-TENG (8 cm � 8 cm) is 220 � 20 V and 5.8 � 0.5
μA at a frequency of 2 Hz. The maximum output power density could be as high as 158.2 mW/m2 at a resistance
of 50 MΩ. On this basis, The W-TENG can be widely used as self-powered light switch, self-powered doorbell
which can realize the intelligent control of the lights and contribute to the energy conservation to a great extent.
In addition, it can be designed as a smart floor and installed on the stage wooden floor to track and record the
dancers’ movements. Moreover, dancers can control the lights themselves through the floor under their feet. This
W-TENG based self-powered system breaks new ground for wood-based electronics, which will have potential
applications in big data analysis, smart home and smart city environments.

1. Introduction
In recent decades, with the rapid development of Internet of things
(IoTs) and big data, many application fields have undergone revolu
tionary changes [1–3], such as medical care, security monitoring [4,5],
information communication [6], etc. In the digital era, smart home has
also been impacted by technological advances and has received many
people’s great attention. A modern system of smart home is composed of
various computing devices and sensors, which brings a brand-new
challenge and requires a higher energy utilization efficiency. In the
prevailing circumstances, there are two ways to power sensors, which is
cable power supply and mobile power supply [7–9]. The characteristics
of cable power supply are the high deployment costs and poor flexibility.
Meanwhile, the mobile power supply is characterized by limited lifetime

battery, and furthermore, the waste battery will cause pollution to the
environment [10–12]. For this reason, a self-powered, highly flexible
and pollution-free sensing technology is imminently required.
Recently, triboelectric nanogenerators (TENGs) [13–15] have many
advantages, such as low cost, wide selection of materials and simple
structure, have rapidly developed into a powerful technology [16] for
converting mechanical energy into electrical energy, which is based on
the coupling effect of triboelectrification and electrostatic induction.
The integration of TENGs [17–19] and energy storage devices into a
single unit provides a sustainable power source for microelectronic de
vices, which is the concept of self-powered supply [18,19]. In addition,
TENGs based on Maxwell’s displacement current can effectively convert
mechanical energy into electricity, which can be self-powered with no
power supply that greatly improves the space flexibility. Furthermore, it
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Fig. 1. The structure of natural wood assembled TENG. a) Schematic diagrams of W-TENG. b) Photograph of W-TENG. c) The surface topography of New Zealand
pine. d) SEM images of morphology of New Zealand pine.

has been fully demonstrated that TENGs can work as a self-powered
sensor for pressure [20], tactile and motion sensing without additional
power supply. Therefore, this technology has become an effective power
supply solution for sensor networks [21,22], artificial intelligence and
IoTs [23]. However, the former TENGs are usually composed of metals
and polymers which are difficult to reclaim and degrade. It might cause
potential harm to the environment after a long-term accumulation [24,
25]. In this paper, we adopted a kind of pure natural biodegradable and
pollution-free material as a triboelectric layer which is wood. Wood is
one of the most common and widely used decoration materials, which
plays an important role in interior design.
The wood-based triboelectric nanogenerator (W-TENG) is
environmental-friendly, renewable, sustainable and easy fabrication. It
can be used as the switch sensor of the lighting lamps in smart home. At
present, the light switch in smart home can be divided into voice
operated switch and light control switch. However, the lamps controlled
by these two kinds of switches in smart home [26] need a period of time
to turn off automatically when the lamps are on, which makes electric
energy consumed and wasted. In this research, the W-TENG is fabricated
into wooden floors as switch sensors [27,28]. The mechanical energy of
people walking can be harvested and transferred into electric energy, it
requires no external power. As a light switch. It can effectively avoid the
problem that the lighting time is longer than actual time needed and
effectively saves energy.
Herein, a single-electrode mode triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG)
is fabricated by natural New Zealand Pine and polytetrafluoroethylene
(PTFE) purchased from the manufacturers as the triboelectric layers.
The output performance of the W-TENG is 220 � 20 V, 5 � 1 μA. In this
work, six sorts of wood are compared, and the New Zealand Pine was
chosen for the subsequent experiments because of its highest opencircuit voltage and short-circuit current. In subsequent experiments,
the influence of the contact area of the triboelectric layers and the fre
quency of the linear motor were investigated and proved that the output
performance has positive correlation to the two factors. Meanwhile, the
power density is 158.2 mW/m2 and it can drive at least 42 commercial

LEDs. Owing to its excellent performance, this paper explores the po
tential applications of the W-TENG in invisible alarm, stage pointing
device, switch control and position tracking, etc. This W-TENG based
self-powered system breaks new ground for wood-based electronics,
which will have potential applications in big data analysis, smart home
and smart city environments.
2. Results and discussion
Natural wood, with the characteristics of environmental-friendly,
pollution-free, light in weight but high in intensity, is always the
choice of people for materials for building homes and furniture.
Nowadays, with the evolution of the IoTs and big data, wood develops a
brand-new application aspect which is smart sensors and smart homes.
Here, the following investigations are based on the wood which ad
vantageously purchased from the manufacturer. Fig. 1a illustrates the
schematic diagram of the W-TENG which composed of natural wood,
copper (Cu), PTFE, sponge and acrylic (PMMA). Among that, the two
triboelectric layers are natural wood and the PTFE. The reason for
choosing PTFE as one of the two triboelectric layers is the greatest
tendency of gathering electrons. Besides, copper is chosen as the
electrode.
The physical graphic of W-TENG is depicted in Fig. 1b. The two
sponges are placed between the natural wood and PTFE which creates a
certain gap between them with the purpose of increasing the effective
contact area during the triboelectrification. Fig. 1c and d reveal the
surface topography and micromorphology of New Zealand pine
respectively. And the inset gives further insight into the microstructure
of the external surface, where a typical morphology of stomata can be
found. The presence of a large number of stomata illustrates that the
surface of the material has conditions for generating and storing elec
trons, which convincingly demonstrates the capacity of natural wood
being assembled as a triboelectric layer.
The working state of W-TENG is shown in Fig. 2a and b, it was placed
on the linear motor. As the reciprocating motion of the linear motor, the
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with the contact area is 8 cm � 8 cm, the linear motor frequency of 2 Hz
and the peak velocity of 0.352 m/s. Fig. 2f reveals the asymmetric
current value during the single current cycle. The maximum peak value
is 5.8 μA when the wood layer is separated from the PTFE layer.
Former researches have confirmed that the contact electrification
effect is closely related to the material of two triboelectric layers. For
this reason, W-TENGs which assembled with different kinds of natural
wood were selected for this experiment. Therefore, the investigation
based on distinguished triboelectric layers is conducted as follows.
Fig. 3a shows the open circuit voltage of the W-TENGs which assembled
with various woods when other experimental conditions remain the
same, and the experiment proves that the New Zealand Pine could be the
optimal option compared to the other kinds of wood. It can be concluded
that the voltage output is related to the species of natural wood on ac
count of the divergent surface electron affinity. Several factors like
contact area, mechanical frequency, and external resistance were
compared to investigate the output performance of the W-TENG. Fig. 3b
demonstrates the relationship between the area of W-TENG and the
electrical output with the linear motor frequency of 2Hz. Next, the
relationship between working frequency of linear motor and the output
performance of the W-TENG (5 cm � 5 cm) were analyzed in Fig. 3c.
Through the above experiments, it can be concluded that the W-TENG’s
output performance is positively correlated with the contact area and
the linear motor frequency.
Fig. 3d shows that commercial capacitors with different capacities (1
μF; 4.7 μF; 10 μF) were charged by the W-TENG, and the inset is the
equivalent circuit of charging capacitors. In this experiment, an exper
imental parameter was chosen with a contact area of 8 cm � 8 cm, the
movement frequency of 2 Hz. Within 120 s, the voltage of 1 μF capacitor
can reach up to 7.4 V, the 4.7 μF capacitor can reach up to 4.7 V and the
voltage of 10 μF capacitor can be charged to 3.2 V. This experiment
explains that lager capacitors have better storage capacity, yet they take
longer time to reach the desired voltage.
To further evaluate the performance of the W-TENG (8 cm � 8 cm),
different external resistance was connected to examine the resistance
dependence. As shown in Fig. 3e, when the resistance is raised from 0 to
1000 MΩ, the current drops incrementally with load resistance due to
the Ohmic loss. With the increase of resistance, the instantaneous power
value increases sharply at first and then tends to flatness. The instan
taneous power reached a maximum value corresponding to a power
density of 158.2 mW/m2 with the optimized loading resistance of 50
MΩ. Therefore, this experiment illustrates the potential of W-TENG for
being widely used in sensors or smart devices. As exhibited in Fig. 3f,
repeating the experiment 500 times with the frequency of 2 Hz and the
contact area is 8 cm � 8 cm. It can be seen that the open-circuit voltage
and the short circuit current are basically stable after 500 cycles, which
fully demonstrates the superior stability and high-cyclical characteris
tics of W-TENG.
Here, the utilizations of W-TENG are illustrated. W-TENGs provide a
way to supply sustainable power by harvesting environmental me
chanical energy. It can not only convert biomechanical energy into
electrical energy, but also can be used as a self-powered sensor for
switche. In this experiment, W-TENG can be installed on a house or room
door in order to be a self-powered and simple-fabricated doorbell which
has made a step forward to the TENGs which can be applied into the
smart home. The assembled W-TENG (5 cm � 5 cm, New Zealand Pine)
is placed on a house door and triggered by hand. The output electrical
performance is revealed in Fig. 4a and b. The open circuit voltage is
about 110 V, and the short circuit current is about 5.5 μA. Fig. 4c shows
the actual scene photo of the W-TENG lighting commercial LEDs which
installed on the door. Fig. 4d shows a schematic diagram of the W-TENG
which installed on the door as a sensor for completely self-triggered light
switch. The self-triggered light system consists of a freestanding WTENG (5 cm � 5 cm), a signal transmitter, a signal receiver and starshape lamps. The actual photo of the W-TENG utilized as the light
switch on the house door in smart homes is shown in Fig. 4e. And the

Fig. 2. The experimental setup and mechanism of W-TENG. a) Photograph of
the setup with a linear motor system, b) An enlarged view of installation of the
W-TENG and c) LEDs were lit. d) Schematic illustration of working principles of
W-TENG in the single electrode mode; i–iv) Charge distribution of the W-TENG
during a complete recycle i) contact state ii) separate state iii) released state and
iv) approaching state. e) The open circuit voltage and f) short circuit current of
the W-TENG (8*8 cm2) with the frequency is 2Hz and the peak velocity of
0.352 m/s.

wood and the PTFE layers are going to conduct a contact-separation
movement. The LEDs were lit when the linear motor worked as shown
in Fig. 2c. The working mechanism of the W-TENG is based on the
coupling of the triboelectric effect and the electrostatic induction effect
which is illustrated in Fig. 2d. When the wood is contacted with PTFE
layer under an external mechanical force, owing to the different electron
sequences, the contact electrification will be produced at the interface
which generates equivalent negative and positive charges (Fig. 2d–i).
When the two triboelectric layers are separated, the Cu electrode would
produce positive charges owing to the electrostatic induction effect.
There is a potential difference between the Cu electrode and the ground
which causes the electrons flowing and generating a current (Fig. 2d–ii).
When they leave a certain distance, the PTFE layer and the Cu electrode
can reach the electrical equilibrium and the electrons will stop flowing
(Fig. 2d–iii). And next the wood layer is approaching to the PTFE layer.
The electrons will flow backward from the ground toward the Cu elec
trode to achieve the balance of charges (Fig. 2d–iv). Another working
cycle would restart as the two triboelectric layers contact each other,
there would be an alternating current with the periodical contact
separation.
Fig. 2e and f shows the open-circuit voltage and short-circuit current
of W-TENG which assembled with New Zealand Pine. For this W-TENG,
it was assembled and tested in the single-electrode mode. As shown in
Fig. 2e, a positive voltage with a maximum value of 220 V is generated
owing to the oppositely induced charge on the PTFE and wood surfaces
3
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Fig. 3. The output performance and the influ
ence factors of W-TENG. a) The open-circuit
voltage of W-TENG assembled with various
woods. b) The relation between the area of WTENG and the electrical output. c) The relation
between the working frequency of linear motor
and the electrical output of W-TENG (5 cm � 5
cm). d) Voltage profile of capacitors (1 μF; 4.7
μF; 10 μF) charged by the W-TENG, the inset
shows equivalent circuit. e) The power density
and short circuit current with the external
loading resistance. f) Stability and robustness test
f) The open circuit voltage and short circuit
current were recorded for 500 cycles in 10 min
with the working frequency of 2 Hz and the peak
velocity of 0.352 m/s.

inset is a photo of the house with the star lamps on, which controlled by
the W-TENG.
In addition to be a light switch, it can also be assembled as a doorbell
sensor, which is shown in Fig. 4f. It works the same as a self-triggered
light system. There are four sections involved, W-TENG, signal trans
mitter, signal receiver and buzzer bell. When the W-TENG is triggered, it
produces a large voltage signal which can drive the buzzer bell to ring.
Meanwhile, the W-TENG can also be embedded in wood products to
achieve the effect of invisible sensors, for example, when a W-TENG is
hidden in a wooden table, it can trigger an alarm in case of emergency.
Besides, The W-TENG can be easily fabricated at a large scale and in
arrays because of the simple, reliable and low-cost advantages.
Compared with the traditional switching device, this self-triggered light
and switch system provide a simple and reliable technology which
eliminate the reliance on the external power supply and can be a truly
green energy for energy harvesting and saving.
Based on the peculiarities of W-TENG, it can be manufactured to the
smart floor. Here, a single-electrode mode W-TENG is depicted in
Fig. 5a. This W-TENG consists of three layers, which is EVA (slipper sole
material), nature wood (New Zealand pine, 30 cm � 20 cm � 0.3 cm)
and the copper foil. As is shown in Fig. 5b, the experimenter who
wearing an EVA-made slipper stepping on the W-TENG and connecting
it to 42 LEDs. When the experimenter stepped on the W-TENG with his
feet up and down, the LEDs were lit consist of the words “Wood”, which
is shown in Fig. 5c. Furthermore, in order to test its electrical output
performance of this device, the experimenter wore slippers (about 265
mm in length) to step up and down lift and fall to simulate human

walking. The open-circuit voltage and short-circuit current are shown in
Fig. 5d and e, and the peak values are 200 V and 3 μA which sufficiently
confirmed that the energy of people walking can be transformed into
electricity and the output values are relatively impressive.
Fig. 5f shows the voltage profile of capacitors (1 μF) charged by WTENG and slippers, the voltage can be charged to 5.8 V when walking for
about 90 s. By collecting the mechanical energy of people walking on the
W-TENG and converting it into electrical energy, the electrical energy is
stored in commercial capacitors (47 μF). When the stored voltage value
reaches 1.5 V, it can power the electronic watch, as shown in Fig. 5g. In
consequence, if these walking mechanical energy can be effectively
collected and transformed, it will provide more possibilities for the
evolution of smart floor and Home Automation.
Many families have installed somatosensory lights in their homes,
when people pass by, the lights will be turned on. There might also be
another circumstance, when people pass by and with no need for the
light, the light will still on and sustain a long time, which could cause a
waste of electricity and trouble people. W-TENGs provide a solution to
this situation. As shown in Fig. 5h, there are five wooden boards (15 cm
� 20 cm � 0.3 cm) which are W-TENGs. The middle W-TENG is con
nected with a Bluetooth signal device and a wireless receiver. When the
slipper stepped on other W-TENG, the light would not be lit. Only when
the slipper stepped on the W-TENG in the middle, the lights would be
turned on and another step will suspend the light. This design of WTENG can realize the intelligent control of the lights and contribute to
the energy conservation to a great extent.
This experiment will demonstrate that W-TENGs can be combined
4
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Fig. 4. Applications of the W-TENG in the smart
home. a) The open circuit voltage and b) the
short circuit current of the W-TENG on the home
door when pressed by hand. c) The W-TENG on
the door driven by hand to light LEDs. d) Work
ing principles of the W-TENG working as a
sensor. e) Photo of the W-TENG applied for light
switch in smart homes. Inset: Photo of the house
with the star lights on, which controlled by WTENG. f) Photo of the W-TENG applied for
doorbell switch in smart homes. Inset: Photo of
the bell is on, which controlled by W-TENG.

with the stage art in order to achieve the application of TENGs in the
aspect of stage dancing. As shown in Fig. 6a, the dancer presents a for
mation on the stage. After the dancer stands still, that is to say when the
dancer stands on the W-TENG, the lamp overhead will light the dancer
and present a highlight moment of the stage. For this reason, and on
account of the former investigation, W-TENGs can also be primely
combined with the stage art, in case of the most theater stages are made
of wooden floor. The feasibility of this conceive has been testified as
followings. The experiment was proceeded on the acrylic board (40 cm
� 60 cm), five W-TENGs (15 cm � 20 cm) were placed, the distribution
of ABCDE is shown in Fig. 6b. By connecting 5 W-TENGs to 5 elec
trometers at the same time, on the purpose of recording the output
electrical signals of five W-TENGs in real time. When the dance shoes
step on the W-TENG according to the path of A-B-C-D-E, the corre
sponding output current signals with time as shown in Fig. 6c, indicating
the feasibility of tracking the movement track. It can also be combined
with a lighting system, when a current signal appears, the light will
automatically turn on and track in real time to achieve the effect of
follow spot. At the same time, W-TENGs can also be used by dancers for
daily practice. When the dancer walks or jumps along this path which is
instructed by AD-AB-AB-C-E, the real-time output current signal of each
channel is depicted in Fig. 6d.
To summarize, the W-TENGs can be applied in area of stage art,
which can not only record the movement trajectory of dancers, but also
be combined with lights to realize the function of automatic follow spot.
It is no doubt that this brand-new assumption opens up a broader
application of the TENGs.

3. Conclusion
In conclusion, the triboelectrification on a nature wood, which is a
pure natural biodegradable and pollution-free material, has been
demonstrated. This W-TENG can play a very important role in energy
harvesting and self-powered sensing. The output voltage and current of
the W-TENG (8 cm � 8 cm) is 220 � 20 V and 5.8 � 0.5 μA at a frequency
of 2 Hz respectively. The maximum output power density reaches the
value 158.2 mW/m2 at a resistance of 50 MΩ on this W-TENG which can
be stored in capacitor. This research also explored the influence of the
contact area of the triboelectric layer and the working frequency of the
linear motor, proved that the output performance is positively related to
these two factors. It is generally known that wood is the most familiar
and widely used building decoration material, which plays an important
role in the interior design. Combining the W-TENG with these can
realize home automation, including self-triggered light switch, selftriggered doorbell, self-triggered floor, etc. At the same time, wood is
also often used as the material for the stage floor. W-TENGs are installed
on the stage wooden floor to track and record the dancers’ movements,
even dancers can control the lights themselves through the floor under
their feet. This W-TENG based self-powered system provide a new
assumption for the application of TENGs in smart homes and electronics.
4. Material and methods
4.1. Methods
Fabrication of the first W-TENG mode: The natural wood purchased
from the manufacturer is cut into 8 cm � 8 cm, then cut the sponge,
5
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Fig. 5. Application of the W-TENG in the smart
floor. a) Schematic diagram of a TENG composed
of a wooden floor and a slipper. b) Photo of
slipper in contact with the wooden floor, con
nected with LEDs. c) An enlarged view of the
“Wood” LEDs. d) The open-circuit voltage and e)
short-circuit current of experimenter stepping on
wooden floor in slippers. f) Voltage profile of
capacitors (1μF) charged by TENG with wooden
floor and slippers. g) Photo of an electronic
watch driven by electricity stored by the WTENG. h) Photo of a lamp controlled by the WTENG.

PTFE membrane and copper foil as the same size. The acrylic (PMMA) is
cut into 11 cm � 8 cm as the support layer, prepare two 8 cm � 1.5 cm
sponge strips.
W-TENG manufacturing process in smart floor: Attach a piece of
copper foil of the same size to the wood, and then attach it to the acrylic.
The slippers and dance shoes in this experiment are purchased from the
manufacturer.

Nikon Eclipse Ti Inverted Microscope, Quanta FEG 450 SEM and Nova
Nano SEM 450.
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4.2. Characterization
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The W-TENG was driven by a linear motor (Linmot E1100) for
electrical measurements. A programmable electrometer (Keithley 6514)
was used to test the open-circuit voltage, short-circuit current. The
software platform was constructed on the basis of LabVIEW, which is
capable of realizing real-time multi-channel data acquisition and anal
ysis. The surface morphology of natural wood was characterized by
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Fig. 6. Application of the W-TENG in the stage art. a) Schematic diagram of dancers dancing in line on the stage. b) Photo of W-TENG’s arrangement. c) When the
dance shoes follow the path of A-B-C-D-E, the real-time current signal output by the W-TENG. d) When the dance shoes follow the path of AD-AB-AB-C-E, the realtime current signal output by the W-TENG.
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